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Ch 11 Review Questions

1. anticline, syncline

2. dome mountain

3. continental margin

4. Both joints and faults are breaks in rocks. Movement only 
occurs along faults.

5. Active continental margins occur along plate boundaries. 
Passive continental margins do not and are stable.
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6. A normal fault occurs as a result of tension; the hanging wall 
moves down with respect to the footwall. A reverse fault 
occurs as a result of compression; the hanging wall moves up 
with respect to the footwall.

7. Most mountain building occurs near active continental 
margins where two plates converge.

8. 

9. A thrust fault when compression acts over a great distance. 
It is a reverse fault in which the fault plane dips 45o or less 
from the horizontal.
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10. The Himalayas are folded mountains that are forming as 
the Eurasian Plate collides with the Indian Plate. The collision 
is causing rocks to crumple and fold to form mountains.

11. Maybe!
Continental-continental collisions do not result in vulcanism but 
some volcanic rocks may exist there from the subduction of 
the Indian ocean an Eurasia.

12. Horsts and grabens form when tensional stress produces 
normal faults. Horsts represent blocks of rock that are 
thrust upward and grabens are blocks that drop down.

13. Compression = reverse and thrust
Tension = normal Strike-slip=shearing
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14. West coast of Africa is a passive continental margin 
because it is not along a plate boundary.

15. It is probably an eroded anticline because old rocks are 
flanked by younger rocks.

16. As an igneous plutonic body intrudes into existing rock, 
contact metamorphism occurs and would indicate that the 
mountain was plutonic. A tectonic dome mountain forms when 
internal forces uplift rock layers. No metamorphism is involved.

17. The eastern limb of the anticline dips more steeply than 
the western limb. The western limb of the syncline dips more 
deeply than the eastern limb.
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18. From B to D, the rocks get older. From E to D, the rocks 
get younger.

19. The rocks at the center of an anticline are older than the 
rocks at the center of a syncline.

20. The distance between points A and F will increase with 
normal faulting, as tensional forces pull the rock apart. The 
distance between the points will decrease as the result of 
reverse faulting, which is caused by compression.
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